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NORD News Christmas and New Year Edition Full-Disclosure Agreement
By reading the following pages you agree to the following terms:
•
Under no circumstances should this copy be hidden under your bed or in your desk’s drawers. It
should be fully disclosed, discussed and shared between your peers, family and friends.
•
NORD News should not be read in a dark room without windows; to fully understand its contents,
the daylight or a fairly bright LED light are recommendable for use.
•
The following pages contain the real names of the vessels in the Reederei NORD fleet and the names
and ranks of the Crew, if provided, including one person in a red suit, called Santa.
•
The photos and characters pictured in this copy are non-fictitious, and any resemblance to the real
persons and places are purely intentional. Any claims as to the unclear resemblance should be directed to the Editor.
•
No-bake cookies should not be baked. If necessary, this subject can be discussed in groups.
•
You have the right to enjoy the following contents, to laugh out loud, to smile and to be merry, not
only due to the current Seasonal happy events. We entitle you to keep that mood for the entire 2021.
Happy New Year!
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What’s the story behind the Christmas Cards?
Like many innovative ideas in the past, the Christmas Card was borne out of having too little time,
and it has boomed into a major industry.
A prominent educator and patron of the arts, Henry Cole
travelled in the elite social circles of early Victorian England, and had the misfortune of having too many friends.
During the holiday season of 1843, those many friends
were causing Cole much anxiety.
THE LENGHTY CHRISTMAS LETTERS
The problem were their letters: An old custom in England,
the Christmas and New Year’s letter had received a new
impetus with the recent expansion of the British postal
system and the introduction of the “Penny Post,” allowing
the sender to send a letter or card anywhere in the country
by affixing a penny stamp to the correspondence.
Now, everybody was sending letters. Sir Cole—best remembered today as the founder of the Victoria and Albert
Museum in London—was an enthusiastic supporter of the
new postal system, and he enjoyed being the 1840s equi-

valent of an A-Lister, but he was a busy man. As he watched the stacks of unanswered correspondence he fretted
over what to do. In Victorian England, it was considered
impolite not to answer mail. He had to figure out a way to
respond to all of these people.
Cole hit on an ingenious idea. He approached an artist
friend, J.C. Horsley, and asked him to design an idea that
Cole had sketched out in his mind.
Cole then took Horsley’s illustration—a triptych showing a
family at table celebrating the holiday flanked by images of
people helping the poor—and had a thousand copies made
by a London printer. The image was printed on a piece of
stiff cardboard 5 1/8 x 3 1/4 inches in size.
At the top of each was the salutation, “TO:_____” allowing Cole to personalize his responses, which included
the generic greeting “A Merry Christmas and A Happy
New Year To You.”
It was the first Christmas card.

Christmas and New Year

Unlike many holiday traditions—can anyone really say
who sent the first Christmas fruitcake?—we have a generally agreed upon name and date for the beginning of this
one. But - it was not without controversy. In their image
of the family celebrating, Cole and Horsley had included
several young children enjoying what appear to be glasses
of wine along with their older siblings and parents. At the
time there was a big temperance movement in
England, some people that thought he was encouraging underage drinking.”

This more artistic, subtle approach would categorize this
first generation of American Christmas cards. “They were
vivid, beautiful reproductions,” says Collins. “There were
very few nativity scenes or depictions of holiday celebrations. You were typically looking at animals, nature, scenes
that could have taken place in October or February.”

The criticism was not enough to blunt what
some in Cole’s circle immediately recognized
as a good way to save time. Within a few years,
several other prominent Victorians had simply copied his and Horsley’s creation and were
sending them out at Christmas.
While Cole and Horsley get the credit for the
first, it took several decades for the Christmas
card to really catch on, both in Great Britain
and the United States. Once it did, it became an
integral part of our holiday celebrations—even
as the definition of “the holidays” became more expansive, The modern Christmas card industry arguably began in 1915,
and now includes not just Christmas and New Year’s, but when a Kansas City-based fledgling postcard printing company started by Joyce Hall, later to be joined by his brothers
Hanukkah, Kwanzaa and the Winter Solstice.
Rollie and William, published its first holiday card. The Hall
Louis Prang, a Prussian immigrant with a print shop near Brothers company (which, a decade later, change its name
Boston, is credited with creating the first Christmas card to Hallmark), soon adapted a new format for the cards—4
originating in the United States in 1875. It was very dif- inches wide, 6 inches high, folded once, and inserted in an
envelope.
“They discovered that people didn’t have enough
room to write everything they wanted to say
on a post card,” says Steve Doyal, vice president
of public affairs for Hallmark, “but they didn’t
want to write a whole letter.”

ferent from Cole and Horsley’s of 30 years prior, in that it
didn’t even contain a Christmas or holiday image. The card
was a painting of a flower, and it read “Merry Christmas.”
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Today, much of the innovation in Christmas
cards is found in smaller, niche publishers whose work is found in gift shops and paper stores.
“These smaller publishers are bringing in a lot
of new ideas,” says Peter Doherty, executive director of the Greeting Card Association, a Washington, D.C.-based trade group representing
the card publishers. “You have elaborate pop up
cards, video cards, audio cards, cards segmented
to various audiences.”
Edited by A.Grajek, based on www.smithsonianmag.com
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The “ Secret Santa” tradition

2021 New Year’s General Knowledge Quiz

In the Photo Gallery part you will see a few photos
from our colleagues in Hamburg office who organized the Secret Santa event called also JulKlapp.
We found for you some intersting details about it.
The tradition of giving anonymous gifts at Christmas has
its roots in Scandinavia, where Secret Santa is known as
“Julklapp.” This word is a compound of “Jul” (which means
‘Christmas’) and “Klapp”, which means “knocking.”
In Scandinavian countries, tradition dictates that you
knock loudly on the door, open the door and throw the gift
into the room or otherwise leave it behind without being
seen. This custom stems from the idea of Knecht Ruprecht
(or “Servant Rupert”) who wanders from house to house,
giving out gifts, serving his master, St Nicholas (aka Santa
Claus).
In German, the word for Secret Santa is “wichteln,” which
also has Nordic roots. Wichtel are a kind of pixie: tiny domestic spirits who, according to the Scandinavian sagas,
stand side-by-side with the inhabitants of the house, doing
good and helping out. English-language folklore features
brownies as an equivalent; in German they are referred

to as Heinzelmännchen but the term Wichtel can also be
found in many German sagas and romances.

1. What word do the Scottish people give for the last day of the year and its celebration?
2. What day of the week will be the New Year's Day, 2021?

Heinzelmännchen are particularly prevalent in the folklore of the Cologne region: August Kopisch introduced
them to Cologne, transferring the Saga of the Seven Hills
from the rural Rhineland to Cologne. His ballad remains
well known today and has been published in many different versions as a children’s book. The Heinzelmännchen
or brownies that he describes help humans with everyday
tasks, repair things and make themselves useful around
the home.
At Christmas, time is at a premium and therefore the
Christmas Wichtel have the important task of supporting
Santa Clause in delivering gifts. The Scandinavian Julklapp
has another charming custom associated with it: instead
of writing a name on the gift, a short and funny message
is included (even better if it rhymes). On the basis of what
is written, the guests at the Secret Santa event can figure
out which gift is meant for whom, usually accompanied
by lots of laughter.
Edited by A.Grajek based on www.secret-santa.com

New Year’s Resultions - take it easy!

3. In which European country is it a tradition to jump from a chair right before midnight and also smash plates against
friend's doors?
4. On New Year's Day 1993, which former country effectively split into two?
5. Is the Chinese New Year commonly referred to as the Winter, Spring, Summer, or Autumn Festival?
6. What name was given to the predicted computer meltdown at the beginning of the year 2000?
7. On January 1st 1881, Ferdinand de Lesseps began French construction on which great civil engineering project?
8. ‘The ball drop’ is a famous part of the New Year’s Eve celebration in which touristy part of New York City?
9. Which English author, born on New Year’s Day 1879, wrote A Passage to India?
10. Who wrote the song ‘Auld Lang Syne’?
11.In 2021, Chinese New Year will be the year of which animal?
12. Is American Samoa in the South Pacific Ocean the first or last place to see in
the new year?
13. Which sovereign state became independent of the United Kingdom on New Year’s Day 1984?
14. In Scotland, ‘first-footing’ is a tradition which involves visiting homes with a gift of whisky and which other item?
15. New Year’s Eve is also known by which Saint’s Day in many countries: (a)Saint Sylvester, (b)Saint Theobald?
16.The month of January is named after which Roman god of doorways?
17. Songkran, often celebrated by water fights, is the New Year’s festival in which Asian country?
18. Which country rings in New Year’s by burning effigies called Jack Straw?
19. In which country people eat 12 grapes at midnight before New Year?
20. When was celebrated the first New Year Eve?
21. What is the traditional New Years Eve song for English speaking people?
And here are the correct answers:
11. Year of the Ox
21. Auld Lang Syne
20. 4000 years ago

9. E.M. Forster

19. Spain

8. Times Square

18. Hungary

7. The Panama Canal

17. Thailand

6. Millennium Bug

16. Janus

5. Spring Festival

15. Sylvester

4. Czechoslovakia

14.A lump of coal

3. Denmark

13. Brunei

2. Friday

12. Last

1. Hogmanay

NORD News

10. Robert Burns
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Who’s got a Sweet Tooth?

White Chocolate Peanut Butter Cookie Clusters

Our guess - a lot of you ;) So here we come with a few simple recipes for something sweet. Cookies! What
is perfect about them is that everyone can make these cookies as they are made of only a few easy ingredients, they do not contain many calories and they don’t require baking (!). So - who’s in for a cookie?

Coconut-Chocolate Cookies
Ingredients
4 cups unsweetened shredded coconut
1/4 cup granulated sweetener of choice
1/2 cup coconut milk
2-3 cups chocolate chips of choice I used Enjoy Life * See notes
Instructions
Line a large baking tray or platter with parchment paper and set aside.
In a high-speed blender or food processor, add your unsweetened coconut and blend until a fine consistency remains. Add your granulated
sweetener of choice and blend for an extra minute.
Add your coconut milk and continue blending, scraping down the sides.
Once a thick dough remains, remove and place in a large mixing bowl.
Lightly wet your hands and form small balls. Place on the lined baking
tray and press each ball into a cookie shape. Place cookies in the freezer
to firm up.
Once cookies are firm, melt your chocolate chips. Using two forks, dip
each cookie in the melted chocolate until completely combined. Repeat
process until all cookies are covered. Refrigerate until firm - and eat!

Oat Cookies with Your Favourite Jam
Ingredients
3 cups sugar
3/4 cup milk & 3/4 cup butter
1 tsp vanilla & 1 1/2 cups peanut butter
4 1/2 cups quick oats
1 cup of your favorite jam
Instuctions
In a large saucepan, place sugar, milk, and butter. Cook and stir over medium heat
until mixture comes to a full rolling boil. Boil for one minute. Remove from heat
and add in vanilla and peanut butter. Stir until smooth. Add the oats and mix well.
Using a arge spoon, scoop cookie dough onto prepared cookie sheet When all the
dough has been scooped - use a the back of a teaspoon or something small and
round (like the tip of your baby finger), and press an indent into each mound. Let
set for about 10 - 15 minutes.
Fill each indent with 1/4 to 1/2 tsp of jam Let cool completely. Cookies can be
placed in fridge to chill for 15 - 20 minutes to speed this up. Enjoy!
8
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Ingredients
1-pound vanilla Caniquik, coarsely chopped (white almond bark or white
chocolate chips may be substituted)
1/2 cup creamy peanut butter
1 cup Rice Krispies cereal or similar
1 cup peanuts
1 cup miniature marshmallows
Instructions
In a large microwave-safe bowl, combine Candiquik, peanut butter, and
heat on high power for 1 minute to melt. Stop and stir. As necessary, heat
in 15-second bursts until mixture can be stirred smooth.
To the melted white chocolate-peanut butter mixture, add 1 cup cereal,
peanuts, marshmallows, and stir to coat. Mixture will be runny and you
want to keep it loose and not too cluttered with add-ins. But if your mixture is extremely runny and would benefit from extra bulk, add 1/4 cup
cereal.
with a spoon, drop mounds onto prepared baking sheets. Allow cookies
to firm up for about 2 hours at room temperature, or expedite by placing
trays in the refrigerator or freezer is you have the space.
Cookies will keep airtight at room temperature for at least 2 weeks, in the
refrigerator for at least 1 month, or in the freezer for at least 6 months.
Bon Apetite!

No-Bake Samoa Cookies
Ingredients
1 pkg fudge stripe shortbread cookies about 20-24 cookies
1 (11 oz pkg) caramel bits
3 Tbsp heavy cream
2 cups coconut flakes
2 pieces of chocolate bar
Instructions
Place the fudge stripe shortbread cookies stripe-up onto the baking sheet.
In a medium microwaveable bowl, combine the caramel bits and the heavy
cream. Microwave on HIGH for about 30 seconds. Stir, then microwave again
for about 15-20 seconds. Stir until smooth & melted. Fold in the coconut flakes
to combine.
Working quickly, drop Tablespoonfuls of the coconut caramel mixture onto each
cookie, spreading it out to cover the surface of the cookie. Repeat with remaining cookies until all the cookies are covered.
In a small bowl, microwave the chocolate pieces on HIGH power for about 30
seconds. Drizzle the chocolate over the cookies. Let the chocolate and cookies
set, about 15-20 minutes, before serving. Then you can celebrate!
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No matter how busy Santa was this year, he managed to find
our colleagues onboard MV NORDPACIFIC. He brought
some nice gifts with him and made all crew very happy!

MT NORDVENUS crew was able to enjoy a very tasty bbq in the galley, organized by Capt A.
Kochkin. It is rather difficult to have bbq’s on tankers so it was a very special dinner!

MV NORDWINTER’s crew (photos down) were enjoying
their Christmas dinner with some delicious food. Since
they all are very hospitable, they invited Santa to join :)

MV NORDSUMMER started the Christmas Day by approaching
Bosphorus strait from the North. The crew was welcomed in the
passage by a beautiful sunrise.
On MT NORDLOTUS everybody was enjoying Christmas time in a relaxing atmosphere :)
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In Hamburg, the Christmas party was partially
in the office and partially online. Everybody in
the office got a dedicated gift in a box.

Christmas onboard MV NORDEMILIA in 2020
Being too busy with port call Haiphong which came
exactly on the Christmas day, we were not able to

Then we had a "Secret Santa" surprise. We had
a draw where all could secretly pick a colleague's name to buy him or for her a present
of value 20 euro. In Northern Germany, we use
the Swedish word for it: "JulKlapp"

celebrate the event on the same day. But we could do
it a day later i.e. on 26th in afternoon.
Our Cook Prasad was also working hard these days
to present us incredible Christmas dishes. Capt.
Bogdanov gave us nice presents and wished us merry
Christmas.

Captain Osypenko and the crew onboard MV NORDSEINE invited Santa to join them during the Christmas dinner.

In Amsterdam, due to the local Covid restrictions, we could not meet in the office. Therefore, we
have decided to organize Christmas E-Borrel online and also invited our colleagues from Cyprus.
"Borrel" in Dutch means a small gathering with snacks
and drinks, to have a good laugh after a day at work. With
our good logistic skills, we provided every employee with
a box containing some tasty borrel snacks and drinks.
We all met on Zoom on Friday, December 18th. The program included Christmas speeches, our unique fun certificates and awards, farewell gifts and a special song for Captain
K. Obeyesekera, a farewell for Captain N. Deshpande. We also
had some time for a talent show, where a few of our colleagues
presented their unique skills: Aye and her partner played us a
Christmas song and Aleksandar showed us how to make a cocktail called New York Sour.
There were many good stories and fun memories to share, so we
truly enjoyed our party online. Hopefully, next year, we can meet
face to face again and have a much better borrel :)
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Smiley faces, good mood and joy accompanied Santa who
visited the crew of MV NORDAMSTEL. He had no other
choice than to leave all his presents with the crew ;)

Although we may have been left hanging between Yesterday and Today, both
equally broken, and ardently looking
for Tomorrow to cling to, we struggle
to summon our last traces of hope. We
may have become too bitter to feel enjoyment and perhaps too stressed to
care for others, perhaps too naive to
believe in presents...
Despite all this, we still hope to keep
our childhood and humanity's values,
respect for the others and the culture
of truth, and the one true religion
and faith - that of common sense.
May the birth of God bring us all that

inner joy, deeply buried for so long by
the tumult of this year and, joined by
the angels, may it lift above the clouds
the dark aura of so much suffering and
anxiety we have been living in 2020!

everything behind! All of you know
how to empty tanks of ballast and residues, the wells went out of order this
year, so leave everything overboard of
2020 and become lighter, sailing to a
2021 full speed ahead!

Among the gifts, may you find under
the tree first and foremost hope, then a
smile, confidence, love, selflessness and
the candid, innocent and naughty child
within you all.

Special mentions for those of other
religions who celebrate differently or
on another date - you will excuse us,
hopefully.

Set aside everything that hurt you
in this terrible year and, armed with
the same faith in your own forces
and qualities, step into 2021, leaving

The entire team of MT NORDOCEAN
wishes all of you many happy returns,
peaceful holidays and a lot of healthy
years ahead!

Everyone onboard MV NORDMED helped with the festive decorations and food preparations. They enjoyed the spirit of
Christmas and the unity of the crew was further strengthened with the good team work. Merry Christmas!
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After discharging in Leixoes and unpacking the gifts from the office and from the ship’s Godmother, Captain C. Stanescu
and his busy crew onboard the MT NORDORCHID could finally enjoy their Christmas.

Christmas is a special time of the year, anticipated by almost
everyone, and our crew was no exception. Grinch nearly
stole our Christmas in the face of tropical storm Chalane,
but the Christmas miracle saved us, and we were able to
proceed with preparations for our party.
Since it was my first Christmas on board, I wasn’t sure what
to expect. Everyone had their role in preparations, and I was
assigned to decorate the Christmas trees (yes, correct, we
had two trees :). Our Captain baked a loaf of bread for us
on Christmas eve, and already then everyone onboard was
in high spirits.
On Christmas Day, we all gathered in the officers’ recreation room. Captain wished us Merry Christmas and, most

importantly, a healthy 2021 without Coronavirus. After, he
proceeded to give gifts sent to our crew by Reederei NORD.
We were very pleased with our gifts.
After that, the Christmas party officially started. Our tables
were full with food and soft drinks. The sweetbread was the
most popular among everyone; it was gone almost immediately. After a couple of hours of fun and some games, we
decided to end the party. On behalf of everyone on board, I
want to thank every person who made it possible for us to
have such a magical time. We wish everyone Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 2021.
D/C A. Baramidze on behalf his entire team
onboard the vessel MV NORDATLANTIC

The crew of MV NORDRHONE enjoyed the Christmas festivities with Santa :)
Also on MV NORDSCHELDE there were presents, smiles and a lot of good food during Christmas :)
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MV NORDTIGER has commenced
Christmas with the Pilot who came
onboard on the 25th of December at
06:30 lt at Singapore Pilot station.
For the next two days, the crew was
busy with the typical "Xmas Port
Activities", like cargo operations,
bunkering, taking the provisions
and stores, and the crew change arrangements. Thankfully, with the
dedicated assistance of Ms Draak
(our best Personnel Officer) and also
some help of Santa ;), we managed
to get the numerous permissions and
tests with negative results in time.
During the voyage to Chittagong /
Bangladesh with around four days of
sea passage (which for our vessel was
the most extended trip in the last six
months), we have decided to celebrate
the Christmas the 27th of December.

to our Cook I. Ivanov, for all the tasty
Christmas delicacies; and to all mentioned crew members for assisting
with cooking and decorations: Eng
Cadet K. Bondan (for being a professional Santa as well), STWD Marioko,
3/O C. Rodriguez, El. Genchev and
Capt.Pasha.
Our special thanks also to OOW 3/O C. Rodriguez, who was keeping
the navigation watch on the Bridge
alone (well, Santa visited him, later
on, to congratulate him personally ;)

MV NORDLOIRE crew also celebrated Christmas onboard with nice gifts from the office. In addition, the vessel
voyage charterers Amaggi SA provided sweets, cakes and fresh prawns and fish for the nice Christmas party.
Thank you for all the assistance during year 2020 and wish you all healthy, happy and prosperous New Year 2021!

The highlight of the day was the
Christmas lottery, which included two "Mysterious Tickets" - and
everyone wanted to win them!
The winner of the main monetary
prize of 10 USD was the lucky Santa. We all really enjoyed the event!
Merry X-mass & Happy New Year!!

We would like to thank Reederei
NORD for very nice gifts and sweets;
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Capt. E. Pasha MV NORDTIGER

During his voyage, Santa found also the vessel MV NORDCLAIRE where the crew has alredy enjoyed
the Christmas festivities in nicely decorated rooms and with an amazing Xmas Food Pool!
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As you can imagine, Santa found without any problems MV NORDMARSH - he left all crew members
nice gifts and joined them for a dinner before heading to another vessel of the NORD fleet.

The 10-nationalities crew of MT TWO MILLION WAYS was enjoying Christmas
with plenty of gifts and they didn’t keep any distance from the good food :)

With the bells ringing at the end of he year, we
would like to share that enjoyable moment with all
of you.
The 2020 was indeed a remarkable year for all of us,
considering the enormous challenges of crew change
under controlled restrictions worldwide. Some of
our colleagues onboard caught the opportunity to
sign off Hong Kong on 20.12.2020, and with some
good chances, they could safely get home on time to
enjoy a reunion with their family. Many thanks to all
the contribution and hard work of all involved; especially our colleagues from the Personnel Department.
On behalf of all crew members of MV NORDMARGHERITA, we wish you Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 2021; we wish you
also to find peace and happiness at every corner in the world, whether onboard or at home.
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Plenty of good food and an interesting
Christmas Party Agenda (have a look on
the left) was enjoying the crew of MV
NORDCOLORADO.

Can you guess why the crew of MV NORDSPRING was soooo
happy? Was it the good food? Was it Santa with a lot of presents?
What kept people onboard the vessel in such a good mood?

MV NORDTIGRIS crew did a great job with decorating their vessel to feel the Christmas ambiance.
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Covid-19 pandemic has changed our
lives onboard - during the entire year
it was impossible to leave the vessel
and visit different places while at the
port. Instead, we all had to remain all
the time onboard our vessel.
But, in spite of the circumstances, we
tried to remain positive. That’s why
we were regularly relaxing together, playing games, challenging each
other, arranging BBQs and so on.
On the 24.12.2020, we celebrated
Christmas, which was unusual and
interesting because this was my first
holiday onboard the ship. Our day
started early in the morning. At about
8 o’clock, we dropped anchor near
Shanghai. At 3 o’clock afternoon, we

all gathered in the gym and had a
competition in “throwing darts”. We
played for almost two hours to see
who would be the winner - and finally, OS Indika was the best. We all were
amazed by his skills in this game.
The Captain congratulated him and
awarded Indika with a special gift.
Later on, we all gathered together in
the messroom. Master was waiting
for us in uniform. The tables were
full of tasty food, the Christmas tree
was shining and have noticed a lot of
presents under the tree. The Captain
gave us a very motivating speech, and
he wished us Merry Christmas. Then,
one by one, he gave each crew member a Teddy Bears and a big box with
gifts.

Everyone enjoyed this good and
friendly atmosphere, and we were
having a lot of fun. We were joking,
sharing stories from our lives, playing
PlayStation games and table soccer
and so on. All our food was delicious,
prepared by our Cook, together with
Messman and OS Indika. During the
whole evening, being so relaxed and
cheerful, we could forget about any
difficulties - at least for some time.
I want to thank Captain T. Tomov for arranging this fantastic
event for us onbord MV NORDCLAIRE and, also, to our company
Reederei NORD for allowing me to
become a part of a NORD family.

Santa found also our seafarers onboard MV NORDMAAS - he left
them some presents, joined them for an excellent dinner and left.

Below are the state-of-the-art wishes we have received from Captain A. Igatpuriwala. Since he uses an intensely refined
lexicon, we have added beneath some of the words (most probably required) simplification.

This Festive Season may I use magnoliquence to reminiscent the COVID pandemic
which made us all apoplectic. The sheer impedance towards this catastrophe has yet

Deck Cadet A. Julakidze

again proven our assiduous abilities.
The year 2020 would definitely not be ephemeral. The NEW YEAR is thus a desideratum for which we can only supplicate and am sure you all will acquiesce.
Let us all exhort each other by saying “HAPPY NEW YEAR”!

magnoliquence - high flow style
reminiscent - bring to mind
apoplectic - extreme anger
impedance - opposition to the flow
assiduous - care and persistent effort
ephemeral - short lived
desideratum - something sought after as necessity
supplicate - ask for humbly in a prayer
acquiesce - agree
exhort - encourage by shouting and cheering
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